1. REFEREED PUBLICATIONS

(a) Journals


(b) Conference Proceedings


2. NON-REFEREED PUBLICATIONS

(a) Journals


3. BOOKS

1. MRI: Physics, Image Reconstruction, and Analysis. Edited by A. Majumdar and R. K. Ward, CRC Press, 2015.


4. CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


5. **PATENTS**


6. **OTHER WORKS**

*Technical Reports*

1. A total of 3 progress reports on our findings regarding our project on “Facial Image Compression” were submitted to Sierra Consulting Ltd., & BC ASI. The dates these reports were submitted are Jan. 1995, April 1995 and Aug. 1995.


4. “Land Reform Model,” report to the Whitsun Foundation, June 1980. No. of pages: 8. This report was subsequently published.

5. “Energy for Development,” report to the “Development Studies Committee” University of Zimbabwe, June 1979. No. of pages: 4. This was part of the “Development for Independence” summary report which was written by eight authors (including myself) each reporting on one of the following topics: water, agriculture, energy, education and employment, housing, transportation, public health and pollution.

6. “Five Years Plan, Transportation,” wrote part (approx. 40 pages) of the confidential report which was submitted by Arab Projects and Development to the Iraqi Ministry of Planning in February 1976.